
   

Inviting The Voices of Young Adolescents 

Global Early Adolescent Study Video Competition 

About the Global Early Adolescent Study 

The Global Early Adolescent Study (GEAS) (HTTP://www.geastudy.org) spans 15 countries on 5 continents-- in 
Africa, the Americas, Asia and Europe* --with the goal of understanding the forces that shape girls and boys 
behaviors, the messages that young people get and the consequences of those messages. We want to know 
what experiences and messages are similar whether it is in Africa, Asia, Europe or Latin America and what is 
different. 

Adolescents, tell us your story! 

If you are an adolescent between the ages of 10-18, and especially between the ages of 10-15,  we want to hear 
from you. Feel free to share thoughts or stories that express your response to one or more of these questions. 
We encourage all participants to answer question 4. 

1. Describe what it is like to become an adolescent in your community. 
2.  Describe what you think is expected of you as a boy or girl in your community.  
3. What happens in your community if girls and boys do not behave in the way that people expect them 

to?  
4. One thing that I wish was easier about adolescence is...(you tell us the rest of the story) 

 
We are inviting adolescents to create and share short videos to tell their stories about how boys learn to “be 
men” and girls learn to “be women” and what it means to become adolescents in their contexts and cultures. 
Stories can be funny, emotional, sad or exciting. The videos can show relationships with family, school, friends, or 
other important people in your life. They can be a personal story, an interview, a walk through your 
neighborhood. 
 
All participants must submit their own videos, but may seek assistance from local organizations or other 
resources to create and produce these. Please read the submission guidelines in the next page carefully. 
 
Submit your video link in the video submission information section online 

Deadline for video submissions: December 23, 2015 

 

*GEAS Countries include: Belgium, Bolivia, Burkina Faso, China, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ecuador, 
Egypt, India, Kenya, Malawi, Nigeria, Scotland, South Africa, USA and Vietnam. 

http://www.geastudy.org/


 

   

 
 
 
 
What happens if my video is selected? 
Participants whose videos are selected will received an honorarium of $50. The winning videos will be displayed 
during the 2016 International Conference on Family Planning to be held in Indonesia, January 25-28.  Winning 
participants will also become finalists to be part of the GEAS adolescent advisory team where over the course of 
the next 5 years we will call upon you for advice as well as for participation in meetings we will have.  

For questions about the application process, contact: Rebkha Atnafou (ratnafo1@jhu.edu) 

 

Rules and Guidelines 

A. Eligibility 

In order to submit a video to the GEAS adolescent voices initiative, you must be between the ages of 10 to 18. 
We especially welcome applications from young adolescents aged 10-14 years.  

While preference will be given to submissions from GEAS Countries all submissions are welcome. 

You can only submit one video.  

B. Selection 

A selection jury consisting of members from GEAS partners (universities, non-governmental organizations and 
donors) will choose the winning entries. Participants whose videos are selected will receive an honorarium of 
$50. The winning videos will be displayed during the 2016 International Conference on Family Planning to be 
held in Indonesia, January 25-28.  Winning participants will also become finalists to be part of the GEAS 
adolescent advisory committee (GEAS-AAC) with the opportunity to have input into our work and participate n 
meetings that will be held in various settings over the next 5 years. This participation is voluntary should your 
video be selected. 

The selection of videos is separate from the GEAS study and will not be used as part of research.  

Videos will be evaluated according to the following criteria: 

 Quality and interest of the story told 
 Application and generalizability of the experience to other settings 
 Quality of the image and sound in the video submission (for transfer onto multimedia screen and 

visibility from a distance). 
 

mailto:ratnafo1@jhu.edu


 

   

 
 
 
 
 

C. Video format 

The video is to highlight your experience becoming and adolescent and how you learn what is expected of boys 
and girls in your setting. You may use photos, music, or other graphics but you must also speak during the video. 
Be creative! 

The submission must be your original work. You, the applicant, must hold all rights to the submission including 
the copyright. You may get assistance from organizations or individuals (e.g., for equipment) but the actual 
video MUST depict your unique stories and experience. 

The submission must be at least one (1) minute in length and may not exceed five (5) minutes. In the case that a 
longer video is provided, a start and end point of a 5-minute time segment must be indicated. The submission 
should be in English or the main language that is spoken in your country.  

Note: You will have to make the video publicly available so that when you submit the URL, we can access your 
video. 

Tips for creating your video: 

• Identify a friend who can help hold the camera steady (or try to rest the camera on something, like a 
tripod, if you can).  

•  Find a location with good light. You might want to play around with different angles to get one that you 
like. Try not to have the sun or a window directly behind you. This can make you become a silhouette. A 
light source to the side is ideal. 

• Make sure your location is quiet and you are pretty close to the camera so the microphone will pick up 
your voice without a lot of other noise getting in the way. 

• Do a test to make sure sound, light and framing are good. 
 
Remember that you story should response to one or more of these questions: 1) What is it like to become an 
adolescent in your community; 2) What do you think is expected of you as a boy or girl in your community (are 
these expectations similar or different)? ; 3) What happens in your community if girls and boys do not behave in 
the way that people expect them to?; 4) What is one thing that you wish was easier about adolescence? 

In the case that after careful review of opportunities, you do not have access to equipment or cannot for other 
reasons create a video, please contact Rebkha Atnafou (ratnafo1@jhu.edu).  Attempts will be made to connect 
you with local organizations or other sources of support. You may also be able to use existing material such as 
recorded speeches; however, it is encouraged that new material is added that specifically relates to the topic of 
transitions to adolescence. 



 

   

 

D. Data content restrictions 
 

 The video must not contain material that violates the rights of others, including but not limited to 
privacy, publicity, tort, or intellectual property rights (including copyright, trademark, or patent right). 

 The video must not contain copyrighted music, images, footage, artwork, or videos not owned by you as 
an applicant. 

 The video must not contain inappropriate, indecent, obscene, hateful, or discriminatory materials that 
violate international human rights. 
 

APPLICATION RESOURCES 

Create a free account on YouTube or Vimeo using the links below: 

YouTube:  http://youtube.com  

Vimeo: https://vimeo.com  

Tips for making a video 

Vimeo Video School:    

http://vimeo.com/videoschool/101    

Planet Forward:     

http://www.planetforward.org/2011/07/22/how-to-make-a-cool-video-0   

Kickstarter:   

https://www.kickstarter.com/blog/how-to-make-an-awesome-video  

Public speaking skills:        

http://www.youthcentral.vic.gov.au/DoitYourself+Democracy/Telling+the+story/Speak+in+public#.UdMleetoxO
Y    

http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL7A67AB457742A4BD    

http://www.accuconference.com/resources/public-speaking.aspx 

http://youtube.com/
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